Pioneer axons in the anterior commissure of hamster embryos.
The existence and the morphological characteristics of pioneer axons in the anterior commissure (AC) were investigated in hamster embryos using fluorescent carbocyanine crystals implanted into the paleocortex. On embryonic days 12-13 (E12-E13), a group of tortuous fibers was seen close to the midline. After this group of fibers reached the midline on E13.5-E14, pioneer axons were seen in the AC, and from E14.5 to E15.5 both pioneers and followers approached the targets, the former ahead of the latter by about 500 microns. Arborization took place as soon as the followers reached the targets (E15.5-E16). The pioneer cells were labeled retrogradely and were seen in the most superficial layers of the paleocortex, along the rostrocaudal extent of the hemisphere. The fact that pioneers appear only during or after crossing suggests the existence of factors either in the midline region and/or in the opposite hemisphere, which selectively accelerate the growth of the pioneers or decelerate the growth of the followers.